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From New York Times Bestseller, Pepper Winters, comes a delicious sinful hero.

“I met the man I wanted. But then he vanished, and a new man claimed me instead. My father approved, my

colleagues congratulated, and behind closed doors, I was bedded by a stranger.”

Noelle Charlston lives a fairy-tale life: a doting father, a powerful job, and a future blessed with financial security.

However, two meetings with two men changes her happy existence forever. First, she meets the man who makes her

heart sing. Three years later, she meets the man who makes her blood quiver.

Broken-hearted from a teenage romance, Noelle’s freedom is no longer hers. It belongs to the stranger her father

believes is her perfect match. The stranger who pulls his lies over everyone he touches.

Including her.

Seduced and manipulated, Noelle gives into the mysterious Penn Everett. The lies he spins, the truth he hides, the

mystery he weaves—it’s all enough to slowly erode the woman she is and turn her into something else.

Until her past collides with her present.
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And it’s her turn to lie.

To everyone…including herself.

Advance Reviews: 

"Crown of Lies takes sensual and gripping to the next level in a masterfully written tangled web that will keep you

furiously turning pages. Pepper Winters has outdone herself. Penn Everett will be your new obsession." --USA Today

bestselling author Meghan March

"Thrilling and mysterious, this book has left me with a major hangover!!!!"--Lina's Reviews

"Crown of Lies is my first top 2017 read so far and it’s a MUST read, one-click worthy book." -- Punch Drunk Library 

"Pepper does a great job of delivering, yet again, one of the hottest alphas cloaked in mystery out there." --Dee,

Goodreads

"The chemistry between them is scorchingly hot and the banter is perfect."--Vickie Goodreads

"WOW Pepper has done it again. I really wish I could give this book so much more than 5 stars it is brilliant" --We've

Licked That Book Blog
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